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Abstract
This paper demonstrates that language models
are strong structure-based protein designers. We
present LM-DESIGN, a generic approach to repro-
gramming sequence-based protein language mod-
els (pLMs), that have learned massive sequential
evolutionary knowledge from the universe of nat-
ural protein sequences, to acquire an immediate
capability to design preferable protein sequences
for given folds. We conduct a structural surgery
on pLMs, where a lightweight structural adapter
is implanted into pLMs and endows it with struc-
tural awareness. During inference, iterative refine-
ment is performed to effectively optimize the gen-
erated protein sequences. Experiments show that
LM-DESIGN improves the state-of-the-art results
by a large margin, leading to 4% to 12% accuracy
gains in sequence recovery (e.g., 55.65%/56.63%
on CATH 4.2/4.3 single-chain benchmarks, and
>60% when designing protein complexes). We
provide extensive and in-depth analyses, which
verify that LM-DESIGN can (1) indeed leverage
both structural and sequential knowledge to ac-
curately handle structurally non-deterministic re-
gions, (2) benefit from scaling data and model
size, and (3) generalize to other proteins (e.g.,
antibodies and de novo proteins).

1. Introduction
Proteins are 3D-folded linear chains of amino acids that
govern biological functions such as transcription, translation,
signaling, and cell cycle control. Recently, the promise of
learning to understand and design proteins from data via
generative deep learning has led to an ongoing paradigm
shift apart from the long-established physics-based methods.

Designing protein sequences that fold into desired struc-
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tures, namely structure-based protein (sequence) design,
is one of the most important problems in bio-engineering.
Significant progress has been made by several latest deep
generative model-based approaches (Ingraham et al., 2019;
Jing et al., 2020; Hsu et al., 2022; Dauparas et al., 2022; Gao
et al., 2022). These approaches formulate structure-based
protein design as an end-to-end graph-to-sequence learning
problem, where an encoder-decoder model Mθ : X → S is
tasked with predicting protein sequence S given a protein
backbone structure X . Typically, supervised learning is per-
formed on such models given a certain amount of protein
structure-sequence pair data.

Albeit deep generative models showing revolutionized capa-
bility in this field, we argue that the current neural structure-
based protein design approaches are not necessarily at their
best in designing more plausible proteins as two major ob-
stacles remain and hinder further progress:

(i) Limited experimentally determined protein struc-
ture data. For example, the known protein struc-
tures in the commonly-used CATH (Orengo et al.,
1997) dataset are multiple orders of magnitude smaller
(< 0.1%) than the sequence data in the UniRef (Suzek
et al., 2015) sequence database (Fig. 1D-E). As
structure-based protein design is essentially a condi-
tional sequence learning problem, the protein sequence
distribution is crucial yet remains elusive for gener-
ally data-hungry generative models due to limited data.
Therefore, they fail to holistically explore the protein
sequence space and tend to yield sub-optimal sequence
predictions for folds. Despite being partly remedied by
data-augmented approach (Hsu et al., 2022), additional
predicted structure data and trainable model parameters
at scale demand compute and storage overheads.

(ii) Challenge of structurally non-deterministic regions.
From a biological perspective, protein structures are
sometimes not sufficiently informative, especially for
those flexible regions such as loops and exposed sur-
faces (Towse & Daggett, 2012). In these regions,
residue identities can, hypothetically, be less correlated
with the structural context while sequential knowledge
is way more useful yet largely neglected. We verified
this hypothesis and found that existing purely structure-
based approaches were prone to produce functionally
invalid sequences for these regions (Fig. 1A-B).
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Figure 1. Overview. (A) Case study of Tyrosine kinase activation loop. Ribbon diagram shows the structure of Tyrosine kinase mapped with
AlphaFold2 pLDDT score. The activation loop is characterized with low pLDDT scores suggesting flexible conformations; (B) Multiple
sequence alignment of the activation loop showing this sequence is highly evolutionary conserved. Predictions from ProteinMPNN
and LM-DESIGN are shown; (C) Preliminary study on refinement ability for pLMs. Here ESM-1b took as input the predictions of
ProteinMPNN; (D) Illustration of neural structure-based protein sequence design, and (E) protein language models; (F) Overall illustration
of LM-DESIGN, where the wonderful colored protein structure image is credited to RFDiffusion (Watson et al., 2022).

Therefore, the sequential information should be better uti-
lized for structure-based protein design.

Inspired by the impressive progress of large language mod-
els (LLMs) in natural language processing (NLP) (Devlin
et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2020), re-
cent literature in protein research has also demonstrated the
emergent evolutionary knowledge of proteins in protein lan-
guage models (pLMs, Rives et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2022; Hu
et al., 2022), learned from the universe of massive protein se-
quence data. Such comprehensive and thorough sequential
knowledge of pLMs can help probe functional properties
and even predict protein structures from single sequences
without the need for explicit evolutionary homologs (e.g.,
MSAs). Thus, an exciting research question naturally arises:

Since pLMs are such strong sequence learners,
can we leverage pLMs to make better structure-
based protein design?

If so, rather than as protein sequence encoders, pLMs
can possibly be repurposed as sequence generative mod-
els (since they are learned to reconstruct corrupted protein
sequences), prompted by the desired structure to generate
sequences, making the most of the acquired sequential evolu-
tionary knowledge. How to best achieve this goal, however,
is non-trivial and remains under-explored (we will discuss
our preliminary attempts that uses pLMs for “post-editing”
to provide insights that motivate our proposal in §2), thus
deserves to be comprehensively studied.

In this paper, we show that language models with structural
surgery are strong protein designers without using abundant
training data. We propose LM-DESIGN, a generic approach
to reprogramming sequence-based protein language models
(pLMs) to design protein sequences of a desired fold. As
shown in Fig. 1F, we conduct a structural surgery on a pLM
(e.g., ESM-1b), where a lightweight structural adapter is
implanted to endow pLMs with structural awareness by
access to an arbitrary additional structure encoder (e.g.,
ProteinMPNN). During inference, iterative refinement is
performed to optimize the generated protein sequence until
convergence when the prediction can no longer be improved.

We highlight our contributions and findings as follows:
• We introduce LM-DESIGN, a generic approach that

transforms pLMs to protein design models via struc-
tural surgery. LM-DESIGN yields preferable protein
sequences for desired structures, while being model-
agnostic, modularizable, parameter- and data-efficient.

• Experiments show that LM-DESIGN advances the
state-of-the-art methods by a large margin, achieving
55.65% and 56.76% sequence recovery on CATH 4.2
and CATH 4.3 for single-chain proteins, and >60%
for protein complexes. LM-DESIGN can be also com-
bined with data augmentation (Hsu et al., 2022), where
additional large amounts of predicted protein structures
by AlphaFold 2 (Jumper et al., 2021) are leveraged.

• In particular, we find that LM-DESIGN can accu-
rately handle structurally non-deterministic regions
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(e.g., functional loops and exposed surfaces) thanks
to the learned sequence knowledge from pLMs, while
previous methods typically fail. We also find that LM-
DESIGN can indeed be structurally sensitive, thereby
better determining the nuanced sequential specificity
of those protein groups of high structural similarity.

• We also show that LM-DESIGN can synthesize diverse
and structurally valid sequences. We further evaluate
zero-shot generalizability of LM-DESIGN in designing
proteins of unseen categories, including antibodies and
de novo proteins, and observe superb performance.

We highlight that the goal of this study to propose LM-
DESIGN is not to compete but instead to complement cur-
rent neural structure-based sequence design models. We
hope that LM-DESIGN can become a powerful, universal,
and easy-to-use tool as a “wrapper” that helps integrate the
advances of both protein sequence learning (e.g., pLMs) and
structure learning (e.g., geometric/graph NNs and protein
structure prediction), facilitating future protein research.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Structure-based Protein (Sequence) Design

Structure-based sequence design problem (a.k.a., protein
inverse folding) is to find, given a protein backbone struc-
ture of interest, an amino acid sequence that will fold to this
structure (Dauparas et al., 2022). While physics-based ap-
proaches tackle sequence design as an energy minimization
problem (Dahiyat & Mayo, 1997; Street & Mayo, 1999) like
the Rosetta (Alford et al., 2017), recent advances in deep
learning (DL) methods have demonstrated great promise
in generating plausible amino acid sequences for desired
protein structures (Ingraham et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2022).
Problem Formulation. Neural structure-based protein de-
sign can be formulated as an end-to-end graph-to-sequence
learning problem. Formally, a parameterized encoder-
decoder neural model Mθ is tasked with predicting the
protein sequence for a protein backbone structure,

Mθ : X → S,

where for a protein of length L, S = {si ∈ Cat(20)|1 ≤
i ≤ L} is a residue sequence of 20 types of amino acids,
and X = {xi ∈ RNatoms×3|1 ≤ i ≤ L} denotes the spa-
tial coordinates in 3D space for the residues of the desired
protein structure with Natoms backbone atoms (e.g., N , Cα

and C, with O optionally). The learning objective is to
find the model parameter θ that maximizes the conditional
log-likelihood p(S|X ; θ) given sufficient protein structure-
sequence paired data. This enables us to design sequences
of maximum likelihood, or with sampling algorithms when
the diversity and novelty of designs are taken into account.

Overview. The general workflow of these approaches
(Fig. 1C) is as follows: (1) A desired protein backbone

structure X is first represented as a k-nearest-neighbor (k-
NN) graph in 3D space with geometric features attach-
ing to nodes and edges of the graph; (2) A graph neural
network-based encoder then takes as input the featurized
graph and maps it to structural representations; and (3)
Finally, a sequence decoder consumes the encoded struc-
tural representations and accordingly predicts a sequence
of amino acids S that is expected to fold into the target
protein structure X , in which an autoregressive decompo-
sition p(S|X ) =

∏L
i=1 p(si|S<i,X ) is typically applied.

Notably, a recent work (Gao et al., 2022) found that a
fully non-autoregressive factorization (Gu et al., 2018), i.e.,
p(S|X ) =

∏L
i=1 p(si|X ) can help achieve a faster and bet-

ter result. We will elaborate on the probabilistic models for
structure-based protein design (see §3.1).

2.2. Protein Language Models

Language models (LMs) trained on large-scale sequence
data have shown extraordinary advances and led to a signif-
icant paradigm shift in NLP, boosting machines in under-
standing human languages (BERT/MLM-style, Devlin et al.,
2019) and synthesizing human-like text (GPT/CLM-style,
Radford et al., 2018). Analogies between protein sequences
and human languages have long been noted (Yang et al.,
2019; Ferruz & Höcker, 2022). As such, it is exciting to
expect cutting-edge techniques of language modeling can
tackle protein-related problems, especially for generative
scenarios such as protein design.

Typically, protein language models (pLMs, Fig. 1D) ap-
proximate the protein sequence distribution p(S) via pseudo-
likelihood (Salazar et al., 2020), wherein

∏
i p(Si|S−i) over

a partially corrupted sequence (by being randomly masked,
replaced or kept up to certain schedules) is maximized. Al-
though the only training objective is to identify missing
amino acids, a high success rate necessitates the model to
learn intricate information within its sequential input, e.g.,
underlying evolutionary correlations and tertiary topology.

Please refer to Appendix §H for more detailed discussions
on the related work.

2.3. Proof-of-Concept

As aforementioned, there are two major challenges for cur-
rent neural structured-based protein design: (1) from the
(conditional) sequence learning perspective, the lack of
abundant protein structure data, thus a model is hard to
properly explore the protein sequence space through data-
intensive supervised learning; and (2) from the biological
perspective, protein structures are not necessarily always
informative, especially for those flexible regions such as
loops and exposed surfaces (Towse & Daggett, 2012; Hsu
et al., 2022). In these cases, residue identities are less cor-
related to the spatially associated tertiary structure while
sequential evolutionary knowledge can be more decisive.
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For example, as shown in Fig. 1A-B, the activation loop in
Tyrosine kinase has multiple conformations and is not well
spatially constrained. However, it is known to play an impor-
tant function in regulating the activity of the protein. When
pure structure-based modes, e.g. ProteinMPNN (Dauparas
et al., 2022), is used to design this functional loop, it was
prone to produce functionally invalid repeated sequences.

Based on the above observations, we conjecture that protein
language models (pLMs) can have promise for circumvent-
ing these two problems since they have learned from large-
scale protein sequence data, thereby protein sequential evo-
lutionary knowledge is supposedly acquired. To verify our
hypothesis, we started with a quick sanity check by studying
whether a trained pLM has the capability to refine predicted
sequences generated by currently advanced strong structure-
based approaches. Specifically, we inspected the pretrained
ESM-1b (Rives et al., 2019) for pLM together with the Pro-
teinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) for the protein design
model, both are popular and openly accessible. We tested
on CATH 4.2 test split, where sequence predictions of the
ProteinMPNN were fed as input into the ESM-1b.

As shown in Fig. 1C, without any training, an immediate
accuracy improvement is achieved. This promising obser-
vation boils down to two properties of pLMs: (1) acquired
sequential evolutionary knowledge, and (2) learning to de-
noise from corrupted protein sequences. This sheds light on
the use of pLMs to boost protein sequence design. Note that
in this naive post-editing manner, pLMs cannot access the
structure directly, hence the potential of exploiting structural
information to steer pLMs for structure-based sequence de-
sign is not fully utilized. In the next section, we will take
a further step to devise a generic framework that makes
sequence-level pLMs and structures best integrated by the
proposed structural surgery.

3. Reprogramming pLMs for Structure-based
Protein Design with Structure Surgery

Overview. We proposed a generic framework named LM-
DESIGN that reprograms pLMs to yield high-quality pro-
tein sequences from desired backbone structures. A gen-
eral illustration is shown in Fig. 1F. To endow pLMs with
structural awareness, we introduce a lightweight structural
adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019) into pLMs (e.g., ESM-1b)
such that the emergent ability of acquiring protein geometric
information from an arbitrary structure encoder is unlocked.
During inference, iterative refinement is performed to op-
timize the generated protein sequence until the prediction
could no longer be improved.

For brevity, we will take ProteinMPNN and ESM-1b as a
running example hereafter. Note that, however, the proposed
framework is model-agnostic, regardless of the choices for
any structure encoders and pLMs. It can accommodate

any other strong structure-based design models, e.g., Pi-
Fold (Gao et al., 2022), and ESM-2 series as pLM alter-
natives. This also implies that LM-DESIGN can be highly
modularizable, especially when pretrained parameters of
the structure encoder are available. These two merits help
LM-DESIGN attain further performance bonus (see $4).

3.1. Training

To better accommodate pLMs that are tasked with masked
language modeling (MLM, Devlin et al., 2019) as the learn-
ing objective, our framework is accordingly established
in a denoising auto-encoding fashion. More concretely,
we use conditional masked language modeling (CMLM,
Ghazvininejad et al., 2019), which is proven to be very use-
ful for conditional sequence generation in NLP (Gu et al.,
2018), as the learning scheme. CMLM shares similari-
ties with the BERT-style objective of sequence representa-
tion learning, but is more suitable for the generative pur-
pose. Formally, given backbone structure X and sequence
S = Smasked ∪ Sobs, CMLM requires the model to predict
a set of target amino acids Smasked, which are randomly
masked, from the remaining observed residues

p(Smasked|Sobs,X ; θ) =
∏

si∈Smasked

p(si|Sobs,X ; θ),

Here a conditional independence assumption over identities
of target residues si ∈ Smasked is made, given X and Sobs.

We remark that such a conditional independence assump-
tion is almost true for structure-based protein design from
the viewpoint of probabilistic graphical models (PGMs),
wherein graphically represented protein structure implies
that each amino acid is primarily dependent on its spatially
nearest neighbors rather than considerably distant ones. In
our preliminary experiments, we found that existing strong
models (e.g., ProteinMPNN) trained with CMLM consis-
tently outperformed their original autoregressive formula-
tion, where only “left” contexts rather than all neighbors
get considered. This indicates that such an assumption can
effectively exploit the underlying structural information,
thereby better formulating structure-based protein design.

3.2. Inference with Iterative Refinement

To predict protein sequences from a given structure, our
goal is to sample sequences Ŝ that have high likelihoods
w.r.t. p(S|X ). Particularly, Ŝ with the maximum likelihood
can be obtained via greedy deterministic decoding: Ŝ =
argmaxS p(S|X ) = argmaxS={si|1≤i≤L}

∏
i p(si|X ).

Notably, LM-DESIGN is trained to reconstruct a protein
native sequence from its corrupted version, which enables
it to iteratively refine the predicted sequence in a coarse-to-
fine manner towards a better one (Savinov et al., 2021).

Concretely, to sample in such an iterative refinement man-
ner, we follow the structure of the Markov process and
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Table 1. Performance comparison between LM-DESIGN and different baseline approaches on CATH 4.2 and CATH 4.3 datasets. LM-
DESIGN’s results are obtained by 5-cycle iterative refinement with argmax operator (i.e., no sampling). †: benchmarked results are
quoted from Gao et al. (2022). ‡: “Single-chain” in Hsu et al. (2022) is defined differently. ESM-1b 650M is used as the default pLM.

Models Trainable/Total Perplexity (↓) Median Recovery (%, ↑)

Params. Short Single-chain All Short Single-chain All

C
A

T
H

4.
2

†Structured Transformer (Ingraham et al., 2019) 1.56M/1.56M 8.39 8.83 6.63 28.14 28.46 35.82
†GVP (Jing et al., 2020) 1.0M/1.0M 7.23 7.84 5.36 30.60 28.95 39.47
†ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 1.9M/1.9M 6.21 6.68 4.61 36.35 34.43 45.96
PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) 6.6M/6.6M 6.04 6.31 4.55 39.84 38.53 51.66

ProteinMPNN + CMLM [ProtMPNN-CMLM] 1.9M/1.9M 7.16 7.25 5.03 35.42 35.71 48.62
LM-DESIGN (ProtMPNN-CMLM) 6.9M/659M (1.0%) 7.02 6.67 4.63 35.71 38.61 53.26
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: fine-tune) 6.9M/659M (1.0%) 7.33 6.83 4.63 36.47 40.91 54.62
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: freeze) 5.0M/659M (0.7%) 7.01 6.58 4.41 35.19 40.00 54.41

PiFold (reimpl.) 6.6M/6.6M 6.94 6.82 4.69 36.67 38.21 50.22
LM-DESIGN (PiFold) 11.9M/664M (1.7%) 6.77 6.46 4.52 37.88 42.47 55.65

C
A

T
H

4.
3

GVP-large (Hsu et al., 2022) 21M/21M 7.68 ‡6.12 6.17 32.60 ‡39.40 39.20
GVP-Transformer (Hsu et al., 2022) 142M/142M 8.18 ‡6.33 6.44 31.30 ‡38.50 38.30

+1.2M AF2 predicted data (Hsu et al., 2022) 142M/142M 6.05 ‡4.00 4.01 38.10 ‡51.50 51.60
LM-DESIGN (pretrained GVP-TransEncoder: freeze) 6.3M/800M (0.8%) 6.61 7.64 3.92 42.31 38.64 56.49

ProteinMPNN + CMLM 1.9M/1.9M 6.31 6.32 4.85 40.30 39.02 48.25
LM-DESIGN (ProtMPNN-CMLM) 6.9M/659M (1.0%) 5.96 5.85 4.48 44.12 44.05 54.05
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: fine-tune) 6.9M/659M (1.0%) 5.94 5.80 4.20 45.65 46.15 55.92
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: freeze) 5.0M/659M (0.7%) 5.88 5.66 4.19 45.71 46.15 56.38

PiFold (reimpl.) 6.6M/6.6M 5.88 5.55 4.47 42.86 43.69 50.68
LM-DESIGN (PiFold) 11.9M/664M (1.7%) 5.66 5.52 4.01 46.84 48.63 56.63

sample sequentially S(t) ∼ p(S(t)|S(t−1),X ) by recycling
the pLM-based decoder for some fixed number of steps
T , starting from an initial sequence S(0). Here the initial
sequence S(0) can be drawn from a weaker proposal distri-
bution parameterized by a simple linear projection to amino
acid vocabulary from the features of the structure encoder1.
In our primary case where ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al.,
2022) serves as the structure encoder, we let this linear
projector be its original output head, hereby S(0) can be
regarded as the output of the ProteinMPNN.

We can tune the number of steps T for a good accuracy-
efficiency trade-off. Larger T usually leads to better predic-
tion with high latency, whereas one-shot parallel generation,
as a special case, can be achieved by setting T = 1 when
efficiency is prioritized.
Temperature-based Sampling. To control the diversity and
speed of convergence, we consider a modified function of
the categorical distribution we want to sample from such that
log p(S|·; τ) ∝ 1

τ log p(S|·), where τ is the temperature.

4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate LM-DESIGN on a variety of
benchmarks for fixed backbone protein sequence design (in-
cluding single-chain proteins and multi-chain protein com-
plexes). We start with evaluations on designing single-chain
proteins using standard CATH 4.2 and 4.3 (Orengo et al.,

1A “full-mask” initialization also works well but considerably
sub-optimal.

1997) benchmarks as in (Ingraham et al., 2019; Hsu et al.,
2022). We then go for assessing capabilities of designing
multi-chain complexes using the dataset curated and used in
Dauparas et al. (2022). We instantiate the structure encoders
in LM-DESIGN using the same hyperparameters as the cor-
responding backbone structure models, and the dimensions
of the structural adapter are thereby determined. Moreover,
comprehensive and thorough analyses on diverse settings of
our interest are conducted thereafter, including sequence ac-
curacy vs. diversity, effects of scaling w.r.t. data and model
size, structural validity, and generalizations to other proteins
(e.g., antibodies and de novo proteins). Finally, systematic
bio-informatics assessments are presented to help dive deep
into the intrinsic properties of LM-DESIGN.

Please refer to Appendix for more detailed experimental
settings and additional results of all the evaluations.

4.1. Benchmarking Fixed Backbone Protein Design

4.1.1. SINGLE-CHAIN PROTEIN DESIGN

Tab. 1 shows the results of LM-DESIGN in comparison
to the recent strong baselines on the CATH (Orengo et al.,
1997) benchmark, including the current strongest ones. We
highlight our primary findings as follows:

(1) LM-DESIGN is more data-efficient and advances
state-of-the-arts methods with a large margin without
any additional data. On the more commonly-used CATH
4.2 benchmark, we observe that improving protein featuriz-
ers capability structure encoders, from the vanilla message-
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passing (graph) neural networks (Ingraham et al., 2019) to
more complicated ones (Jing et al., 2020; Dauparas et al.,
2022; Gao et al., 2022), indeed facilitate performance to
some extents, but are limited to the under-representative
protein sequence distribution due to the data shortage of ex-
perimentally determined CATH datasets, which is expected
to be mitigated by pLMs. Our motivation has primarily been
verified through our illustrative ProteinMPNN + ESM-1b
setting, wherein by taking advantage of massively pretrained
pLMs, the proposed LM-DESIGN improves ProteinMPNN
+ CMLM by 4.4% on CATH 4.2 (48.62%→52.99%) and
5.8% on CATH 4.3 (48.25%→54.05%), setting the new
state-of-the-arts without using any augmented data.

(2) LM-DESIGN can be modularizable and further ben-
efit from pretrained structure models. Instead of learning
structure encoders from scratch, LM-DESIGN can leverage
pretrained structure models as encoders, which can be fine-
tuned together with the structural adapter or kept frozen. As
little difference in sequence recovery, we suggest that freez-
ing is the best practice. In this case, only a tiny proportion of
parameters (i.e., those of the structural adapter) are trainable,
and LM-DESIGN quickly converges with better results in a
negligible overhead of 10 epochs. Notably, we also study
LM-DESIGN with encoder from GVP-Transformer (Hsu
et al., 2022), which was built on 1.2M AF2 predicted data,
giving rise to a ∼5% further improvement.

(3) The more advanced the structure encoder becomes,
the stronger our model-agnostic LM-DESIGN performs.
Since our aim is to devise LM-DESIGN as a general-purpose
framework that can make the most of the progress of pro-
tein structure models, we study whether LM-DESIGN can
get boosted as if meets stronger structure encoders. We
built a variant of LM-DESIGN upon PiFold (Gao et al.,
2022), a most recent and performant structure-based de-
sign model. As we can tell from Tab. 1, LM-DESIGN
improves PiFold by at least 5.43% in terms of sequence re-
covery, yielding impressive 55.65% and 56.63% on CATH
4.2 and 4.3 datasets. These results demonstrate that LM-
DESIGN is a general-purpose approach for structure-based
sequence design, which is compatibility-friendly and hence
fully leverages the advances of protein structure learners.

Combining (2) and (3), LM-DESIGN helps structure-based
protein design make more gains with less pain, thanks to
the breakthrough progress and the open-source efforts of
the whole community, standing on the shoulders of giants.

4.1.2. MULTI-CHAIN PROTEIN COMPLEX DESIGN

A protein functions only when it docks, combines, and in-
teracts with other macro- and macro-molecules, composing
multi-chain protein complexes. As such, studying protein
sequence design for multi-chain assemble structures is cru-
cial for drug design. This incentivizes us to evaluate whether

Table 2. Performance on multi-chain protein complex dataset (in
median recovery). Results of the original ProteinMPNN and GVP-
Transformer were obtained using publicly available checkpoints.
Models Rec. (↑)

ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022) 50.00

ProteinMPNN + CMLM [ProtMPNN-CMLM] 54.39
LM-DESIGN (ProtMPNN-CMLM + ESM-1b 650M) 59.10
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: freeze) 59.43
LM-DESIGN (pretrained ProtMPNN-CMLM: fine-tune) 59.43

LM-DESIGN (ProtMPNN-CMLM + ESM-2 650M) 59.81
LM-DESIGN (ProtMPNN-CMLM + ESM-2 3B) 61.49

LM-DESIGN (pretrained GVP-TransEncoder.:freeze + ESM-1b 650M) 62.16

Figure 2. Structural validation measured by the distribution of AF2
pLDDT (→) for both native and LM-DESIGN (ProteinMPNN)
redesigned sequences.

LM-DESIGN can better handle protein complex design.

We use the multi-chain complex dataset curated by Dau-
paras et al. (2022) and use the same training settings as in
our single-chain scenario. We summarize our results re-
garding protein complex design in Tab. 2. We first notice
that CMLM (Ghazvininejad et al., 2019) can better formu-
late and train ProteinMPNN than the original autoregressive
version with teacher-forcing. Upon a more competent sys-
tem of ProteinMPNN + CMLM, LM-DESIGN yields a near
60% sequence recovery of multi-chain protein assembles.
When further integrated with pLMs at scale (i.e., ESM-2)
or better structure encoder (i.e., GVP-TransformerEncoder),
it can even achieve more impressive scores of 61.49% and
62.16%, respectively. These results show that LM-DESIGN
can not only design single-chain proteins, which are mostly
studied in previous works but also be used for designing
multi-chain protein complexes. This makes LM-DESIGN
more general-purpose in terms of the categories and scenar-
ios where it can be deployed, and opens opportunities to use
it for designing specific protein complexes (see §4.3), such
as antigen-antibody or protein-ligand assemblies.

4.2. Analyses: Diving Deep into LM-DESIGN

4.2.1. STRUCTURAL VALIDITY USING ALPHAFOLD 2

Given that experimental assessment is not available, we
leverage the most famous in silico structure prediction pro-
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Figure 3. Effects of iterative refinement: sequence recovery w.r.t.
decoding iterations.

Figure 4. Pareto optimal points that represent the trade-off between
accuracy (in AF2 pLDDT) and diversity, showing accurate and
diverse predictions LM-DESIGN can make.

tocol, i.e. AlphaFold 2 (AF2, Jumper et al., 2021), to evalu-
ate the structural validity of our designs. Here we use the
pLDDT score of AF2 as the evaluation metric and follow the
evaluation configurations as in Dauparas et al. (2022), where
AF2 takes as input only single sequences (native sequences
and our designs) while no multiple sequence alignments
(MSAs) are provided. We redesign all 1120 proteins in
CATH 4.2 test split. As shown in Fig. 2, LM-DESIGN’s re-
designs are predicted, by AF2, to adopt the given backbone
structures more confidently than the native sequences,
implying higher structural stability of our redesigns. We
postulate this is because, in this challenging setting where
no co-evolutionary information of homologous sequences
is exposed to AF2, LM-DESIGN exploits the full potential
of sequential co-evolutionary knowledge that pLMs learns
from massive protein sequences.

4.2.2. STUDIES ON INFERENCE

Iterative refinement gives rise to accurate sequence de-
sign. Since LM-DESIGN is trained to denoise, we can ex-
ploit iterative decoding to progressively refine its predictions
towards a better one (§3.2). As shown in Fig. 3, we find that
even without iterative refinement LM-DESIGN performs
sufficiently well, while recycling the pLM-based decoder
for LM-DESIGN yields 1∼2% gains. This shows that itera-
tive refinement is an effective strategy for sequence design

Figure 5. Performance w.r.t. scales of augmented data. Predicted
data are produced by AlphaFold 2 from SWISS-PROT dataset.

if models are set up under a denoising learning scheme. Sig-
nificant further improvement eliminates if iterating beyond
6 rounds, resulting in acceptable sampling efficiency.
Accuracy vs. diversity. While recent protein sequence
design approaches have focused on maximizing native se-
quence recovery (and we also use it as our primary metric
in experiments above), this is not necessarily optimal for
actual protein design applications, for which novelty also
matters (Dauparas et al., 2022). To this end, we manipulated
the temperatures (τ ∈ [0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5]) to control the
diversity of sampled sequences that are dissimilar to the na-
tive ones at different levels (as in §3.2), and evaluate design
accuracy (in AF2 pLDDT) as a function of diversity. Fig. 4
shows that LM-DESIGN yields diverse yet more accurate
designs over ProteinMPNN, manifesting the potential of
practical values of LM-DESIGN in real-world scenarios.

4.2.3. DOES SCALING HELP? ABLATIONS ON SCALES
OF STRUCTURE DATA AND pLMS

LM-DESIGN works well with data augmentation (Hsu
et al., 2022) via incorporating predicted structures from
AlphaFold 2. We perform different scales of data augmen-
tation, the details of data processing are described in Ap-
pendix F. As the results in Fig. 5 show that both of the meth-
ods obtain better results with 20k data augmentation. While
ProteinMPNN+CMLM drops at 50k, LM-DESIGN keeps
increasing and finally drops at 100k. That is because LM-
DESIGN has 6.9M parameters while ProteinMPNN+CMLM
only has 1.6M parameters. The same conclusion has also
been mentioned in ESM-IF (Hsu et al., 2022), where models
of less capacity cannot benefit from the increment of data.
LM-DESIGN is scalable yet parameter-efficient: scaling
law w.r.t. model sizes of pLMs using ESM-2 series (Lin
et al., 2022). To study the impact of the scale of pLMs,
we switch LM-DESIGN’s decoder from ESM-1b (145M) to
ESM-2 series, with parameters (params) ranging from 8M
to 3B. As shown in Fig. 6, the performance of LM-DESIGN
increase as model scaling, namely the larger the better, with
a clear (log) scaling law exhibits. Such a scaling law agrees
with large language models (LLMs) in general, which was
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Figure 6. Performance w.r.t. model scales of pLMs using ESM-2
series on CATH 4.3. X-axis: counts of total model parameters;
Y-axis: sequence recovery (↑); and the bubble size: proportions
of trainable parameters over total model parameters (↓).

Figure 7. Comparison of sequence recovery w.r.t. structural con-
texts regarding solvent accessible surface area and interaction
interface, on (A) CATH 4.2 single-chain proteins and (B) multi-
chain protein complexes.

initially observed and well-known in NLP (Kaplan et al.,
2020). In addition, in contrast to existing strong systems
(e.g., ESM-IF (Hsu et al., 2022) requires expensive training
of all hundred millions of params in total), LM-DESIGN is
way more parameter-efficient only needing < 1% trainable
params w.r.t. total params of the corresponding pLMs. In
the extreme case, the largest ESM-2 3B-based variant has
22M trainable out of 3B total params (0.07%) and achieves
the highest accuracy of 56.8%. We suggest that this strong
connection between protein and natural languages on LLMs
gives rise to exciting potentials to empower protein research
with cutting-edge advances in general AI.

4.2.4. HOW LM-DESIGN IMPROVES PROTEIN DESIGN?
STUDIES ON PROTEIN STRUCTURES

LM-DESIGN effectively exploits the potential of both
structural and sequential capabilities. To further under-
stand the action mechanism of LM-DESIGN, we dissect
its performance based on distinct structural contexts either
with high structural constraints or low constraints. As shown
in Fig. 7A, for single-chain proteins in the CATH dataset,

Figure 8. Case study to evaluate the structure sensitivity of the
methods. (A) Structure alignments show highly similar structures
of the four proteins. (B) Multiple sequence alignment. These
distinct residues mediating specific biological functions are high-
lighted in green. The sequence predicted by LM-DESIGN and
ProteinMPNN were aligned to native sequences. The incorrect
predictions are highlighted in red.

structured-based ProteinMPNN shows high sequence re-
covery rates on structurally constrained residues in the
folding core, while low recovery rates on structurally less-
constrained residues on surface area and loops. Interestingly,
LM-DESIGN can effectively enhance the sequence recov-
ery rates on structurally-constrained and less-constrained
residues. Similar observations can be found for multi-
chain complex proteins as shown in Fig. 7B. Although
ProteinMPNN achieves high sequence recovery rates on
folding core residues, it shows compromised performance
on residues in the binding interface and exposed regions.
LM-DESIGN can generally improve sequence recovery rates
in different structural contexts.
LM-DESIGN is structurally sensitive. It is interesting to
know whether the sequence-based protein language model
LM-DESIGN is sensitive to structure inputs. To evaluate this
problem, we followed a previous biological study (Zhu et al.,
2011), collected four proteins sharing similar structures but
having distinct sequences with specific functions. We tested
LM-DESIGN’s performance using this case for designing
specific functional sequences. As shown in Fig. 8, LM-
DESIGN can nicely predict functional specific sequences
for each of the proteins, suggesting LM-DESIGN is highly
sensitive to structure variations.

4.3. Zero-shot Generalization to Other Proteins

TS50 and TS500 datasets. TS50 and TS500 are commonly
used independent test set to assess model generalization for
proteins introduced by Li et al. (2014). We test LM-DESIGN
trained on CATH 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. As shown in
Tab. 3, we can first find that models trained on CATH 4.3
seem to generalize better to these two datasets, and LM-
DESIGN consistently achieves the best. As for TS500, in
particular, we observe that LM-DESIGN improves PiFold
(58.82% →67.78%) and outperforms previous methods by
a large margin. Notably, non-pLM-enpowered models (e.g.,
Pifold, though we re-implemented with comparable per-
formance), sometimes assign way too higher probabilities
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Table 3. Performance comparison on the TS50 and TS500 datasets.
We follow previous literature to mainly report the results using
models trained on CATH 4.2. Results from models trained on
CATH 4.3 are also provided (numbers in brackets). DenseCPD (Qi
& Zhang, 2020) is a CNN-based (not GNN-based) approach.
Models TS50 TS500

Perplexity ↓ Recovery % ↑ Worst % ↑ Perplexity ↓ Recovery % ↑ Worst % ↑
DenseCPD - 50.71 - - 55.53 -
GraphTrans 5.40 43.89 26.92 4.98 45.69 0.05
GVP 4.71 44.14 33.73 4.20 49.14 0.09
ProteinMPNN 3.93 54.43 37.24 3.53 58.08 0.03
PiFold 3.86 58.72 37.93 3.44 60.42 0.03

ProteinMPNN+CMLM 3.60 (3.62) 54.84 (54.22) 36.55 (41.18) 3.46 (3.27) 57.44 (57.23) 0.04 (0.04)
PiFold (reimpl.) 4.10 (3.70) 53.74 (59.68) 37.28 (38.14) n/a (3.70) 58.82 (59.95) 0.04 (0.05)
LM-DESIGN (Pro.MPNN) 3.82 (3.60) 56.92 (58.13) 35.17 (39.14) 2.13 (2.15) 64.30 (63.76) 0.04 (0.04)
LM-DESIGN (PiFold) 3.50 (3.27) 57.89 (61.38) 39.74 (46.75) 3.19 (3.09) 67.78 (66.56) 0.02 (0.04)

to the incorrect amino acids, especially for the bad cases
we observed in TS500, giving rise to enormous perplexity
(marked as n/a). With the help of pLMs, LM-DESIGN (Pi-
Fold) goes back to a normal scale of perplexity, indicating
the capabilities of pLMs again.

Figure 9. LM-DESIGN shows a
better generalization capability
on de novo proteins than Protein-
MPNN.

De novo proteins. De
novo protein design ex-
plores the full protein se-
quence space for a new
range of folds with high
stability. In the last
decade, advanced com-
putational methods have
been developed to de-
sign protein structures
with atomic-level accu-
racy (Huang et al., 2016).
To test whether LM-
DESIGN can generalize
to de novo proteins, we compiled a de novo protein dataset
by collecting 134 de novo protein monomers with different
folds from Protein Data Bank. The performance of LM-
DESIGN and ProteinMPNN was evaluated using this dataset
showing an average recovery rate of 48.7%. LM-DESIGN
can recover the sequence with a significantly higher rate
of 58.7%, suggesting a better generalization capability on
designed proteins. Please refer to Fig. 9 for detailed results.
Antibody design. Designing targeted antibodies for differ-
ent antigens is one of the potential treatments for many
diseases that currently cannot be cured. Antibody de-
sign is formulated as sequence infilling for complementary-
determining regions (CDRs) given contexts (i.e., antigen and
antibody frameworks). However, the commonly-used metric
of sequence recovery (aka. AAR, amino acid recovery) can
be flawed as we often observed a “mode collapse” problem
for previous approaches due to extremely limited antibody
data. We hence design a package of five metrics regarding
salient regions recovery, hallucinated sequence pattern, and
entropy of predicted distribution for a more comprehensive
evaluation (See Appendix §D.1 for details). We conducted
two kinds of experiments on RAbD dataset (Adolf-Bryfogle

Figure 10. Performance comparison for antibody design. The far-
ther away from the center of the circle, the better the performance.
(A) Antibody sequence design based on true structure; (B) Anti-
body sequence design based on predicted structure

et al. (2018)) in designing CDR-H3 sequences given ei-
ther true complex structures, or predicted ones. (1) As
for using true structures, we compare LM-DESIGN with
ProteinMPNN and MEAN (Kong et al., 2022), the SoTA
neural antibody design approach using its fixbb mode.
As shown in Fig. 10A, LM-DESIGN outperforms antibody-
specific MEAN model in terms of all evaluation aspects,
showing that that models for general protein can effectively
avoid mode failure while pLMs help facilitate antibody
design. (2) In the case of predicted structures (Fig. 10B),
the structures are predicted by MEAN. The performance of
LM-DESIGN and ProteinMPNN decreases significantly, im-
plying they are fragile for predicted structures. In contrast,
LM-DESIGN + eps, where spatial perturbation is injected
to the training structures (Dauparas et al., 2022), shows
stronger robustness hence better performance, suggesting
the need of counter-adversarial considerations for structure-
based sequence models to enhance generalizability.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate that language models are
strong protein designers, and introduce LM-DESIGN, a
generic approach to enable pLMs to yield preferable pro-
tein sequences for given folds. We conduct a structural
surgery on pLMs, where a lightweight structural adapter is
implanted into pLMs and endows it with structural aware-
ness. Experiments show that LM-DESIGN outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods by a large margin. Extensive analy-
ses verify that LM-DESIGN can (1) effectively exploit both
structural and sequential knowledge, (2) benefit from scal-
ing data and size, and (3) generalize to other proteins (e.g.,
antibodies and de novo proteins).
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A. Discussions
A.1. Limitations of sequence recovery as the primary evaluation metric

Despite a leap of accuracy in terms of native sequence recovery in this study, there remain several limitations. The most
obvious limitation of this work indeed lies in the reliance on sequence recovery as the primary evaluation metric that
native sequence recovery may not be the only criterion for evaluating protein sequence design. Neither should the goal of
protein design be to be very much similar to the native sequence. To address this issue, we accordingly conducted more
comprehensive in-silico evaluations beyond sequence recovery, on structure validation (using self-consistency TM score).
Please refer to §C.3.

A.2. Further discussion from the perspective of memorization vs generalization

The ultimate goal of computational protein design is to completely design new proteins based on a simple description of
their target function. In machine learning, on the other hand, the dilemma of generalization (novelty) and memorization
(recovery) is a long-standing question in evaluating generative models in general (van den Burg & Williams, 2021), namely,
to what extent training data are memorized by the learning algorithm. As a result, the most crucial and immediate concern is
whether a high native sequence recovery is a good indicator for successful (structure-based) protein design, which has also
been noted and discussed in recent literature (Melnyk et al., 2022b).

For structure-based protein design, which lies in the current scope of this study, functions have already been determined by
the given structures of interest2, the goal is therefore to explore protein sequence space to find novel sequences with optimal
biochemical properties like stability and solubility. In this case, we have already showcased that, albeit pLMs being solely
exposed to tens of millions native protein sequences, LM-DESIGN is capable of leveraging the patterns learned by pLMs
and combining them to yield accurate yet diverse (Fig. 4) and structurally valid (Fig. 2) protein sequences for given folds.

As for protein design at large, novel structures distant from natural proteins are often more emphasized (Watson et al.,
2022). Recently, Lin et al. (2022) show that sequential evolutionary knowledge learned by pLMs corresponds deeply to
protein structures and thus materializes protein structure prediction from single sequences. In a concurrent work, Verkuil
et al. (2022) further demonstrate that pLMs at scale can synthesize de novo proteins on the basis of the deep grammars
learned from large-scale native sequences, generalizing beyond natural proteins, at a high experimental success rate.
Likewise, in the recent advances in generative AI algorithms in general, e.g., VAE (Kingma & Welling, 2014), autoregressive
models (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017), and diffusion probabilistic models (Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015; Ho
et al., 2020; Rombach et al., 2022), maximum likelihood estimation or its surrogates is the primary protocol for learning
from massive native data by reconstruction. Once they have learned to sufficiently recover native data, they can synthesize
completely new data, yielding impressive results and thus driving the recent surge of generative AI, both in academia and
industry, and with great potential even in the field of protein (structure) design (Watson et al., 2022).

All of these show that, in our opinion, a good recovery is a prerequisite for novelty: a generative model with good adherence
to the native data in its vastness and the ability to recover them (and their in-domain held-out set), if over-fitting does not
occur, captures the underlying data distribution in a great extent, hence has the capability to generalize and synthesize
de novo data from the patterns and “grammars” they learned. Based on the above discussions, we suggest that the good
performance of LM-DESIGN can be attributed to the aforementioned reasons.

A.3. Future work

We expect LM-DESIGN can further benefit from more ingenious decoding/sampling algorithms for better designability (e.g.,
being more diverse, constrained, controllable, and programmable), integrating with structure prediction models (Jumper et al.,
2021; Baek et al., 2021) for the purpose of end-to-end protein structure-sequence co-design (Jin et al., 2021), incorporating
stochastic dynamics and variational Bayes to better capture multimodal distributions as in VAEs/diffusion models, and
even utilizing protein analogs of in-context learning (Wei et al., 2022a) or chain-of-thoughts (CoT) prompting (Wei et al.,
2022b; Fu et al., 2022) in LLMs for natural languages. Moreover, as the scaling laws link performance with the computing,
data, and model size in LLMs in general and proteins, we can be optimistic about the further breakthroughs in generative
protein research enabled by the advances of scaled general sequence learning algorithms and their empowered protein
applications, together with the progress in the fundamental protein geometry and structure learning. We leave these exciting

2In the setting of fixed backbone sequence design, we assume structure design has been done beforehand as a prerequisite.
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directions as future work.

A.4. Discussion on probabilistic modeling for proteins: autoregressive vs. non-autoregressive iterative refinement

Autoregressive modeling has dominated natural language processing (NLP) and has also been chosen as the default
probabilistic model for protein sequences due to their shared sequential nature. In this work, however, we focus on
MLM-based pLMs, while one could argue that there are existing autoregressive alternatives like ProGen2 (Nijkamp et al.,
2022), and it would help understand where the performance lifts are really coming from, from training the pLMs on large
quantities of sequence data? or from a particular architecture for the decoder? Can LM-DESIGN adapt to autoregressive
pLMs?

These are all great and insightful questions, and our short answers are (1) LM-DESIGN is architecture-agnostic and can
adapt to autoregressive pLMs, thus the performance lift mainly stems from learned sequential knowledge of pLMs from
large quantities of sequence data; (2) The distinction of pLM architecture also matters. We elaborate on this as follows:
(1) Empirical verification: Our approach can adapt to autoregressive pLMs.

• In principle, our approach is architecture-agnostic and there seems no obvious restriction to prohibit LM-Design from
adapting to other pLM alternatives. To verify this, we empirically conducted experiments on CATH 4.2 by adapting
ProGen2 (Nijkamp et al., 2022), a popular autoregressive protein (sequence) language model, to be a structure-based
sequence designer, with ProteinMPNN as the structure encoder similar to the primary setting in our submission.

Sequence recovery scTM

ProteinMPNN-CMLM 48.6% 0.75
LM-DESIGN (ProGen2) 50.8% 0.81

Table 4. Results of LM-DESIGN upon autoregressive ProGen2 model.

• In this case, LM-DESIGN (ProGen2) also improves ProteinMPNN by a considerable margin (in both sequence recovery
and scTM score), which is consistent with the settings on MLM-based pLMs. This indicates that the primary merit
should come from pLMs learned from massive sequence data.

(2) Rationale from probabilistic modeling: The distinction of pLM architecture, essentially the way of probabilistic
modeling, also plays a crucial role.

• We first raise a question: “will an amino acid interact only with those before it in an auto-regressive style, or will it be
conditioned on all the other (context) amino acids, including those after it?” Intuitively, we prefer the latter one since a
full-sequence receptive field may help model spatial dependencies in tertiary structures.

• As we can tell from the results, our approach becomes more effective when adapting MLM-based pLMs rather than
autoregressive pLMs. We have also rationalized our preference for MLM-based pLMs over autoregressive pLMs in
§3.1, since we suppose that from the perspective of probabilistic modeling, iterative refinement is more suitable for
proteins than autoregressive modeling.

• Concretely, autoregressive modeling imposes a predefined (generative) order, typically left-to-right, to the factorization
of the joint probability of a sequence of elements. This is a useful inductive bias that favors sequence data whose
underlying structure is not explicitly given yet non-trivial to determine (e.g., natural languages), or whose underlying
structure is indeed autoregressive/time-evolutional (e.g., time-series data), greatly shrinking the hypothesis space of
machine learning models in these scenarios.

• However, a fixed sequential (generative) order is not the case for protein sequences, which explicitly exist in the form
of their globally tertiary structures. Thus autoregressive modeling could be a sub-optimal choice for protein sequences,
whereas probabilistic iterative refinement/denoising is a more principled modeling framework from the viewpoint
of probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) and structured prediction/learning. Indeed, each amino acid is primarily
dependent on its spatially nearest neighbors (its spatial context in every direction) rather than unidirectional left-side
ones, most of which are also considerably distant. Thus the graphically represented protein structures result in fairly
sparse kNN graphs, ensuring that the conditional independence assumption almost holds for structure-based protein
sequence design. All these suggest that Inference from such structured sequences via iterative refinement could be
more feasible, effective, and efficient. A piece of supportive evidence was that, as stated in the manuscript (Tab. 1), we
found that modeling ProteinMPNN in this iterative refinement way (via conditional masked language modeling, or
CMLM) led to improved performance over its original autoregressive formulation.
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• To go one step further, decoders parameterized by MLM-based pLMs, such as ESM series, can naturally serve as
more powerful denoising kernels under iterative refinement formulation, and could not only make full use of the
underlying global structure rather than a sub-optimal order of a left-to-right chain for better-expressed modeling. but
also circumvent the O(L) latency linear to the length of the protein sequence with a T full-sequence iterations in O(T )
(where T ≪ L is a small constant) for better inference efficiency in practice.

B. Model Architecture of LM-DESIGN

The overall architecture of LM-DESIGN is constituted by three components, i.e., a structure encoder, a pLM as sequence
decoder, and a structural adapter that bridges both. We directly utilized the established structure models (architectures, hyper-
parameters, etc.) from literature to parameterize the structure encoder, in which we showcased ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al.,
2022) as our primary running example, and also investigated PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) and GVP-TransformerEncoder (Hsu
et al., 2022) (we discarded the TranformerDecoder in GVP-Transformer and only kept the encoder part as our only purpose
is encoding protein structure). For pLMs as the sequence decoder side, we primarily used the ESM-1b 650M (Rives et al.,
2019), as well as ESM-2 series (Lin et al., 2022), with their pretrained model weights.

Note that inventing better protein structure encoding modules or sequence pretraining/representation learning approaches
is not the focus thus beyond the scope of our study. We built LM-DESIGN on top of these popular and publicly available
models as backbones. We strongly encourage readers to check the details of these models in their original papers. In
addition, we believe LM-DESIGN as a generic framework can further be improved by any future advances in the backbones
in terms of both protein structure and sequence learning.
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Figure 11. Illustration of our instantiation of the structural adapter

Here we elaborate on the design of the structural adapter. Fig. 11 shows one instantiation we used in this paper, despite there
possibly existing many others to explore, the structural adapter composes a multihead attention (MULTIHEAD ATTN) that
queries structure information from the structure encoder, followed by a bottleneck feedforward network (FFN) to impose
non-linearity and abstract features/representations. The bottleneck architecture of the FFN adheres to the best practice from
Houlsby et al. (2019) and many follow-ups of it. Most hidden dimensions of MULTIHEAD ATTN and FFN are determined
by the instance of structure encoder and pLM we used, while the intermediate dimension of the bottleneck FFN was set to
be half of the model dimension. ROPE (Su et al., 2021) was used the supplement MULTIHEAD ATTN for better modeling of
positional information. In all our experiments, only one structural adapter was placed after the last layer of pLM, although
layer-wise placement is also an obvious alternative and we leave it for future study.

C. Additional Details on Benchmarking Evaluations
C.1. Single-chain Protein Design on CATH Datasets
Datasets. We mainly compared LM-DESIGN against recent strong baselines on the CATH 4.2 (Orengo et al., 1997) dataset,
using the same data splits as the compared systems3, e.g., Structured Transformer (Ingraham et al., 2019), GVP (Jing et al.,

3https://github.com/jingraham/neurips19-graph-protein-design/blob/master/data/README.md
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2020), ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022), and PiFold (Gao et al., 2022), where proteins were partitioned by the CATH
4.2 topology classification, resulting in 18024 proteins for training, 608 proteins for validation, and 1120 proteins for testing.
To compare with ESM-IF (Hsu et al., 2022), we also conducted evaluations on CATH 4.34, wherein 16153 structures are
assigned to the training set, 1457 to the validation set, and 1797 to the test set.
Implementation, training, and metrics. The models were trained up to 100 epochs by default using the Adam optimizer
on NVIDIA V100s. We used the same training settings as ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al., 2022), where the batch size was
set to approximately 6000 residues, and Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with noam learning rate scheduler (Vaswani
et al., 2017) was used. We follow the previous studies to report perplexity and median recovery scores on short proteins
(length ≤ 100), single-chain proteins (labeled with 1 chain in CATH, different from the single-chain concept which is in
contrast with protein complex), and all proteins settings.

C.2. Multi-chain Protein Complex Design
Dataset and setting. We used the multi-chain complex dataset curated by Dauparas et al. (2022), which collected protein
assemblies in the PDB (as of Aug 02, 2021) determined by X-ray crystallography or cryoEM to better than 3.5Å resolution
and with less than 10,000 residues5. Sequences were clustered at 30% sequence identity cutoff using mmseqs2 (Steinegger
& Söding, 2017) resulting in 25,361 clusters. Those clusters were split randomly into three groups for training (23,358),
validation (1,464), and testing (1,539), ensuring that none of the chains from the target chain or chains from the biounits of
the target chain would be in the other two groups. We kept the training setting the same as that of the single-chain scenario.

C.3. Additional Structure Validation for Designability

Sequence recovery, despite being the primary metric in previous inverse folding papers (Dauparas et al., 2022; Hsu et al.,
2022), may not be the only criterion for evaluating protein sequence design. Neither should the goal of protein design be to
be very much similar to the native sequence. For the purpose of a more comprehensive assessment, we conducted additional
in-silico evaluations regarding structure as follows.

We employed the self-consistency TM score (scTM), as suggested in recent structure design literature (Watson et al., 2022;
Yim et al., 2023). The idea is to determine whether a re-designed sequence can correctly fold into the desired structure, by
measuring the similarity (in TM score) between the predicted structure using a (single-sequence) folding model (ESMFold
in this case) and the desired structure. As shown in Tab. 5, we conducted experiments on CATH 4.2 test set, where the
average scTM score for ProteinMPNN-CMLM is 0.75 while our approach achieves a 0.84 average scTM score, indicating
better performance in structure validation.

Sequence recovery scTM

ProteinMPNN-CMLM 48.62% 0.75
LM-DESIGN 52.99% 0.85

Table 5. Designability by structure validation in self-consistency TM score (scTM).

D. Antibody Design
D.1. Task Definition, Datasets, and Evaluation Metrics
Task definition. We design two types of experiments.

• Sequence design on true structures. In this experiment, we set the antibody sequence design task as a fixed-backbone
protein design task in accordance with the training task of LM-DESIGN, wherein each model is asked to design the
CDR-H3 region sequence of the antibody-based on the true antigen-antibody complex structure6.

• Sequence design on predicted structures. In this experiment, we examine the performance of the model when facing
a more real situation, lacking the real structure of the antibody. All the models are asked to predict the CDR-H3

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/esm/blob/main/examples/inverse_folding/README.md
5https://github.com/dauparas/ProteinMPNN/blob/main/training/README.md
6CDRs, short for complementary-determining regions, are a few special regions on the antibody, with high variability and true

interaction with the antigen, which determines the specificity of the antibody. CDR-H3 is the most important CDR.
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sequence based on the predicted CDR structure. We use MEAN (Kong et al., 2022), the SoTA method in the designing
of antibody generate the structure of the CDR region. Specifically, we modify the MEAN by initializing the CDR
sequence using AbLang (an antibody pre-training model, Olsen et al. (2022)) to obtain a fine predicted CDR-H3
structure (RMSD 1.81 → 1.70).

It should be noted that although antibodies are also proteins, antibody design, i.e. CDR design, is very different from
protein design. Protein sequence diversity is evolutionary in origin, whereas CDR sequence diversity is derived from V(D)J
recombination and somatic hypermutation in B cells, which indicates that CDR sequences are random to some extent.
Datasets. We follow the dataset adopted by most antibody design work. 60 antigen-antibody complexes from RAbD dataset
were used to test LM-DESIGN’s design capability on the antibody sequence when given the structure of the antigen-antibody
complex, and all antibodies are renumbered under the IMGT scheme (Lefranc et al. (2003)).
Evaluation metrics. AAR is the most important metric in antibody design. However, because of the conservation of amino
acids at both ends of the CDR region and the insensitivity of sequence recovery to short sequences, AAR may not reflect
the true performance of the model. For example, similar antibodies like “ARD G* Y* FDY” are generated for different
antigens, it fails to targeted design but still achieves good accuracy (37.5% AAR on RAbD dataset).

As a result, to evaluate the model’s performance more comprehensively, we introduced four additional metrics to evaluate
the generated CDR-H3 sequence in addition to widely used AAR. Concretely, longest comm subseq is the length of
the longest common subsequence in at least 30% of generated sequences, indicating the lack of diversity in the generated
sequence, lower is better; longest cons ratio is the proportion of the longest consecutive repeat sequence in the
generated CDR sequence, indicating the occurrence of polyY and polyG in the generated sequence, lower is better.
aa entropy is the average entropy of each amino acid type in each generated CDR sequence, indicating the diversity of
amino acid types in the CDR sequence, higher is better. cAAR is the AAR calculated at the actual interaction position, which
can better reflect the model’s understanding of complex protein structures and interactions, higher is better.

D.2. Additional Results
Sequence design on true structures. MEAN is the method specially designed for co-designing CDR structures and
sequences, and we used open-source code of MEAN and data (data were filtered down from 3127 to 2901 to remove
the proteins that lacked atomic information) to retrain fixbb mode MEAN in this experiment, the training config is
consistent with the original MEAN. The experiment results are shown in Tab. 6. In the first experiment, LM-DESIGN and
ProteinMPNN+CMLM achieve far better performance than the original ProteinMPNN, and also outperformed MEAN in
fixbb mode. Among all the five metrics, the performance gap between LM-DESIGN and ProteinMPNN+CMLM in cAAR
is greater than the others. We believe that the language model in LM-DESIGN may “forget” certain structural information,
resulting in a significant decline in cAAR, which is closely related to structure. To avoid this “forgetting” of the structure,
we add the output logits of the structure encoder to LM-DESIGN’s output logits to enhance the impact of the structure on
the predicted sequence. Finally, LM-DESIGN +Enc Logits achieves the best performance in four of the five metrics.
Sequence design on predicted structures. In this experiment, The original ProteinMPNN achieves the best performance in
three metrics of diversity, but shows great disadvantages in AAR (Tab. 6). LM-DESIGN and LM-DESIGN +Enc logits
perform higher AAR, while ProteinMPNN+CMLM gets better cAAR. However, all methods show a huge performance
degradation when using the predicted structure instead of the true structure, and this phenomenon shows the sensitivity of
antibody design tasks to structural changes. We conducted preliminary experiments and try to mitigate this degradation,
as we usually do not know the true structure of the CDR region in actual antibody design tasks. Specifically, we inject
spatial perturbation into LM-DESIGN’s training structure and hope that this will help the model to be more robust when
structures have uncertainty. The resulting model (LM-DESIGN +eps) achieves significant improvements in cAAR, proving
that tolerance for structural bias is helpful for the actual antibody sequence design task.

In general, in antibody sequence design tasks, LM-DESIGN and ProteinMPNN+CMLM can greatly improve the accuracy of
the generated sequence at the expense of limited diversity. More specifically, LM-DESIGN discards some perception of
structure awareness based on ProteinMPNN+CMLM and gains a stronger ability to model sequences.

E. De novo Protein Design
Task definition. The aim of computational protein design is to invent novel protein molecules with desired structures and
functions (Huang et al., 2016). In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of the model to generalize to fixed-backbone
sequence design on de novo proteins.
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Table 6. Performance on RAbD dataset. The scores of the original ProteinMPNN were obtained using its publicly available model
checkpoint.

Structures Metric TRUE LM-DESIGN LM-DESIGN +Enc logits ProteinMPNN+CMLM ProteinMPNN MEAN fixbb

true

longest comm subseq 2 2 3 3 2 6
longest cons ratio(%) 14.21 14.50 12.60 12.85 14.87 35.78
aa entropy 2.01 2.02 2.04 2.00 2.03 1.48
AAR(%) 100 60.33 63.82 61.51 40.26 38.20
cAAR(%) 100 46.59 54.31 51.88 42.10 21.80

TRUE LM-Design LM-Design+Enc logits LM-Design+eps ProteinMPNN+CMLM ProteinMPNN

predicted

longest comm subseq 2 5 5 4 6 4
longest cons ratio(%) 14.21 35.00 30.44 30.73 36.87 23.64
aa entropy 2.01 1.64 1.71 1.54 1.54 1.75
AAR(%) 100 32.78 34.22 32.53 30.22 16.81
cAAR(%) 100 13.59 13.18 15.94 14.30 13.68

Dataset and evaluation metrics. To test LM-DESIGN’s generalization capability, we compiled 134 single-chain de novo
proteins (length ≤ 30) from the PDB data bank. The structures of these samples were determined by X-ray crystallography
or cryo-EM to better than 3.5Å resolution The sequences were clustered at 30% sequence identity cutoff using mmseqs2
(Steinegger & Söding, 2017). We follow the other design tasks using median recovery scores for the test.

F. Data Augmented Training with Predicted Structures from AlphaFold 2
Task definition. Due to limited experimentally determined protein structure data and the surge of protein structure prediction
models (e.g., AlphaFold 2), a natural idea for better protein inverse folding is to use the protein structure data predicted by
AlphaFold 2 for data augmentation, which is similar to the back-translation in NLP area. For the protein design task, X and
Y are the sets of protein structure coordinates and protein sequences. The goal is to learn a mapping f : X → Y while
AlphaFold 2 has learned a mapping g : Y → X . We denote those protein sequences without structures as UY ⊂ Y . For any
sequence yu ∈ UY , we can predict its structure x̂u = g(yu) and add (x̂u, yu) to our training set.
Datasets. UniRef50 (Suzek et al., 2015) is a sequence database that has over 50 million clusters at 50% sequence identity,
ESM-IF (Hsu et al., 2022) predicts structures of 12 million sequences in UniRef50 using AlphaFold 2. Since our main goal
is to prove the feasibility of combining language model design and data augmentation, we use SWISS-PROT (Boeckmann
et al., 2003) in our experiment. SWISS-PROT is a curated protein sequence database that strives to provide a high level of
annotation, a minimal level of redundancy, and a high level of integration with other databases.

In order to prevent data leakage introduced by data augmentation, we need to exclude proteins that have the same fold as the
proteins in validation and test splits. We annotated SWISS-PROT sequences with CATH fold classification according to the
Gene3D (Lees et al., 2011) database with hmmsearch (Potter et al., 2018). We then perform filtering based on all CATH
folds from validation and test splits and randomly select a sub-set of 100, 000 examples from the filtered dataset. We fix the
random seed and randomly select 20, 000 and 50, 000 sequences for different scales of data augmentation.

G. Structural Contexts Analysis
G.1. Methods

In order to understand how LM-DESIGN improves protein design, we analyze the performance based on dissected structural
contexts (folding core residues, surface exposed residues, residues located on loops, and residues located on complex
interfaces). The dictionary of structural contexts is obtained by using the widely used DSSP (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) and
biopython (Cock et al., 2009) tools. Solvent accessible surface area analysis from DSSP calculates the ratio of solvent
accessible surface area to the maximum possible solvent accessible surface area for each residue. A cutting threshold of 0.1
is chosen to classify residues located in the folding core and on the exposed surface. DSSP is also used to provide secondary
structure labels. Those residues showing turn, bend, and none secondary structure patterns are labeled as loops in this study.
For interaction interface analysis, we utilize InterfaceBuilder from Biopython. When the structural context label is obtained
for each residue, the average recovery rate is calculated on PDB structures.
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Figure 12. Comparison of sequence recovery by structural contexts for evaluation of the model scale of pLMs. (A) Single-chain results.
(B) Multiple-chain protein results.

G.2. Performance Dissection Results
Protein design. As the results shown in Fig. 7. As expected, residues in the folding core with more structural constraints
display better sequence recovery rates than surface exposed and loop residues using both the structure-based ProteinMPNN
and sequence-based LM-DESIGN. Notably, the residues in the binding interface of multichain proteins show a poor recovery
rate, suggesting the limited representation capability of existing structure-based methods in interaction interface design.
LM-DESIGN can generally improve sequence recovery rates in different structural contexts, including the interaction
interfaces.
pLMs model scales. To study the impact of the model scale of pLMs on single-chain and multi-chain protein design,
we dissect their performance in different structural contexts. As shown in Fig. 12A, the recovery rate of residues in the
folding core increased from 65.2% (ESM-1b 650M) to 67.0% (ESM-2 650M), and finally to 69.3% using ESM-2 3B. For
multi-chain proteins, ESM-2 3B also achieves the best recovery rate among different structure contexts (Fig. 12B). Therefore,
the performance improvement can be found as a general trend for different structural contexts in sequence recovery when
using pLMs with a larger scale of parameters. This result suggests larger pLMs models benefit from the training on the
larger-scale protein sequence.

H. Related Work
Structure-based Protein Sequence Design with Deep Generative Models. Deep generative modeling typically formulates
structure-based protein sequence design as a conditional sequence generation problem, wherein protein 3D structures
can typically be represented as a k-NN graph (Ingraham et al., 2019). Several graph neural networks (GNNs) can be applied
in this case to derive protein structural features. The protein graph establishes edge features between adjacent residues
and encodes residue information as node features. The graph attention encoder and autoregressive decoder are used by
GraphTrans (Ingraham et al., 2019) for protein design. The novel geometric vector perceptrons which take into account both
scalar and vector features, GVP (Jing et al., 2020) improve further performance. Global graph attention for protein design is
further introduced by GCA (Tan et al., 2022) to capture long-range information. Recently, ProteinMPNN (Dauparas et al.,
2022) and PiFold (Gao et al., 2022) introduce more complicated protein features and expressive GNNs and gain significant
improvements. Besides the primary generative purpose, Yang et al. (2022b) attempt to use this task as a proxy for protein
(structure-aware) representation learning. In this study, we develop LM-DESIGN on top of the powerful structural capability
of ProteinMPNN and PiFold, while LM-DESIGN can further benefit from future progress in deep geometric learning for
proteins.

There, however, remains a crucial and severe issue that limits deep generative models for structure-based protein design is
the lack of sufficient protein structure data. To address this, ESM-IF (Hsu et al., 2022) achieves dramatic improvements
with effective data augmentation. Hsu et al. (2022) augments 16k experimental structures from CATH with 12 millions
additional predicted structures “back-translated” (Sennrich et al., 2016) by AlphaFold 2 (Jumper et al., 2021). By further
scaling the model to over a hundred million parameters, the ESM-IF model (Hsu et al., 2022) exhibits the state-of-the-art
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performance by a gain of over 10% sequence recovery (i.e., 51.6% on CATH 4.3), compared to the scenarios where only
experimental data is considered. Note that LM-DESIGN is orthogonal to such an effective data augmentation, which has
been empirically verified by our experiment. By combining our modeling advances with data augmentation, we can take the
best of both worlds to push the boundary of structure-based protein design.
Protein Language Models. There is growing interest in developing protein language models (pLMs) at the scale of
evolution due to the abundance of 1D amino acid sequences, such as the series of ESM (Rives et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2022),
TAPE (Rao et al., 2019), ProtTrans (Elnaggar et al., 2021), PRoBERTa (Nambiar et al., 2020), PMLM (He et al., 2021),
ProteinLM (Xiao et al., 2021), PLUS (Min et al., 2021), Adversarial MLM (McDermott et al., 2021), ProteinBERT (Brandes
et al., 2022), CARP (Yang et al., 2022a) in masked language modeling (MLM) fashion, ProtGPT2 (Ferruz et al., 2022)
in causal language modeling fashion, and several others (Melnyk et al., 2022a; Madani et al., 2021; Unsal et al., 2022;
Nourani et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020; Sturmfels et al., 2020; Strodthoff et al., 2020). These protein language models are able
to generalize across a wide range of downstream applications and can capture evolutionary information about secondary
and tertiary structures from sequences alone. They have recently been demonstrated with strong capabilities in uncovering
protein structures (Lin et al., 2022), predicting the effect of sequence variation on function (Meier et al., 2021), antibody
infilling (Melnyk et al., 2022a) and many other general purposes (Rives et al., 2019).

Concurrently, Verkuil et al. (2022) demonstrate that pLMs at scale can generalize beyond natural proteins to generate de
novo proteins, and validate their hypothesis in silico and experimentally in great detail, in which pLMs are capable of even
designing protein structure even though they only trained on sequences.
Parameter-efficient Tuning for Language Models in NLP. The ability to effectively tune and adapt LLMs with few
trainable parameters is crucial for modern NLP research and applications, because it is becoming increasingly impractical to
train and store full copies of large LLMs for a variety of downstream tasks. Based on whether new trainable parameters
are added, existing methods for LLM adaptation can be roughly divided into two categories. For example, one could
train a fraction of the model’s parameters, such as the prediction head and bias terms (Lee et al., 2019) or introduce
task-specific parameters to various LLM components (Li & Liang, 2021). Among them, Houlsby et al. (2019) have studied
the choice of adapter architectures and the placement of them within LLMs in great detail. They discover that a stack of
bottleneck networks, which only adds a few extra parameters to the network, performs well. The majority of the subsequent
research (Pfeiffer et al., 2020a;c) and community-contributed framework, the AdatperHub (Pfeiffer et al., 2020b), are
inspired by this design.

However, there yet remains less effort in transferring protein large language models for downstream important protein
problems of interest, especially for the generative setting such as protein design. To the best of our knowledge, LM-
DESIGN is among the first attempts to steer pLMs to perform protein design, surpassing all previous non-pLMs empowered
approaches for this task, suggesting the call for more attention in the power and potential of pLMs for protein research.
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